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zation in every proper manner. His presence 
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tion and comparison of products with others.
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ableness to their inter-
rger and dealer recognize the fact that their inter-
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were revised. It is 
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Milan, Erie Co., O., 1863. PETER HATHAWAY.

IN the RURAL of June 27, '63, I noticed S»

"the woods of 'Old Virginia.' I have known you for

migrant so they might not be allowed to live four

out this the land is too hard for plowing. The

CASHMERE GOATS IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK.—Mr. WM.

are perhaps equal in most respects to pure bred goats; the

October arrive safely. I have seen Mr. SPENCER’S flock,

said, for when once fleas get possession of a house they

breed spontaneously.

Mr. S. has, for when once fleas get possession of a house they
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the one which appeared in the
we feel
paper, but let it pass unnoticed. Now that we
ula in all its forms. We felt grieved to see such
out the following from our friend of the
NEW-YORKER, another article by the author of
medicinal plants, and among others,
"Various Humbugs;"
which is declared to be a sovereign
York drug and herb stores, is less than one
dollar a
and
allowed the use of their columns to aid in a pri-
the country have died, while the few young ones
quinquefolia.
and produced good fruit The Curculio has
been kept such a
ling to "dispose of a few plants to the first who
paid a little attention to the beams at home.
nor can
or that it can be properly classed in
the large, rather firm, and high-colored varieties
plums, to grow for market As a general rule
side. It has borne fine crops for several years
other places we hear complaints that it is not
blue, greenish yellow, with a tinge of red on the sunny
fruit, with a prominent neck. It is about as
purple, with a very thick bloom. Rich and fine.
and the disease known as Black Knot,
V. Vir-
from
We have nothing to say of the virtues of this
with a light bloom. Rather coarse, but juicy, sweet and pleasant. The
rather coarse, but juicy, sweet and pleasant. The
is a large and
fruit. With a good flavor;
"VARIOUS HUMBUGS."
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It gave us our freedom, o’ershadows our dead,
Unfurl the old banner, its traitors crush down,
on the line of the Blue Ridge, on the west to
south as far as the line of the Virginia Central
Gen. Lee in Richmond, and Ms army scattered
ROCHESTER, N. Y., SEPTEMBER 12, 1863.
Culpepper to Orange Court House, while Long-
Fredericksburg. Jones’ brigade of cavalry is
and Robinson to Richmond. Stuart is still in
dropped by those in high command, to warrant
officer in the Army of the Potomac has sent in
close.

on the road between Warrentbn Junction and
across the river at Deep Hole Farm, between

LEFT OF NEWSPAPERS.
A GREAT BOOK FOR AGENTS!

New Advertisements.

A House for a Thousand Dollars.

TO FARMERS, TO DAIRYMEN, TO CATTLE-RUNTERS.
ALL WHO HAVE FOR SALE
Horses, Stallions, and Stock Cattle.

To the Sheriff of the County of Monroe, 

Dated Rochester, August 3d, 1863.
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OPENING OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

HAIL, Father of waters! again thou art free

To flow with fragrance breathed to thy worth

And proudly thou bearest them onward where dwell

The miller of this mill and his whole family went

The bond with which God hath united the nation,

No sooner said than done. Being all her life

A useful citizen, and show'd the proper shape

Of good earnest, for, kind-hearted as the girl was,

Though she stooped down, accordingly, to pick up the

knife, she not only got him

This done, she rushed forth to the outer door of

The ruffian laid the infant for a moment on the

floor—the only apparent entrance to the edi-

The adjurations. "Choose at once I" was the only

words at the homes of the poor on the day of

How small these concerns appear to us, when we

The New York State Agricultural Society offer a Pre-

mium of $100 for the best Braker or Flax Dressing Machine

for long, ... from the 15th to the 18th of September. Persons
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